Oxygen Forensics was founded in 2000 as a PC-to-Mobile Communication software company. Our company from day one has been dealing with providing solutions in the mobile device market. Unlike other companies who delve in computer forensics, network forensics, or cyber security, we concentrate on providing the most innovative tools for mobile device and cloud forensics - from the ground up. This experience has allowed our team of mobile device experts to become unmatched in understanding mobile device communication protocols. With this knowledge, we have built innovative techniques into our Oxygen Forensic® Detective allowing our users to access, parse, and decode more critical information than competing forensic analysis tools. We currently offer the most advanced forensic data examination tools for mobile devices, cloud services, and drones.

Oxygen Forensic® Detective is all-in-one forensic software to extract and analyze data from multiple sources: mobile devices, their backups, SIM and media cards, cloud services and drones. Leading edge technologies deployed by Oxygen Forensics allow the bypass of screen lock passcodes, locate passwords to encrypted backups, extract data from secure applications as well as recover deleted data. Mobile device, cloud and drone extractions are merged together in a single intuitive GUI with rich analytical capabilities including determining common locations and contacts for several devices, viewing all events in a robust timeline view and much more.
OUR CLIENTS

Our software has been successfully used in more than 100 countries across the globe including the USA, UK, Germany, Spain, Italy, Finland, Australia, China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Brazil etc.

Oxygen Forensics customers include various US and European federal and state agencies, such as the IRS, US Army, FBI, US Department of Defense (DOD), US Department of Justice, US Department of Homeland Security, US Department of Transportation, US Supreme Court, European Commission, Interpol, London Metropolitan Police, French National Police and Gendarmerie, German Federal Criminal Police Office, Italian Financial Guard, Spanish Civil Guard, Hong Kong Customs as well as many enterprise customers.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

“The more I learn about and use Oxygen Forensic® Detective, the more impressed I am with its technical accomplishments, ease of use, power, and helpful insight”

Walt Sigmund
Forensic Computer Examiner

“Built-in cloud data recovery using the Oxygen Forensic® Cloud Extractor. This is the most robust cloud extractor I have used…”

Gus Dimitrellos
Cyber Forensics 360

EVENTS

Oxygen Forensics is a recognized exhibitor and speaker at the industry events including: Techno Security, HTCIA, IACP, Crimes Against Children Conference, CI FI Security Summit, Forensics Europe Expo, Milipol, GPEC and many more.

CERTIFICATIONS

NIST, DCCI (DC3), Interpol and FBI CART certified.
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